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A theoretical model for long vorticity waves propagating on a background shear flow
is developed. The basic flow is assumed to be confined between two critical layers,
respectively, located near the lower and upper rigid boundaries. In these critical layers
even small disturbances will break, and eventually a thin zone of mixed fluid will
appear. We derive a nonlinear evolution equation for the amplitude of a wave-like
disturbance in this configuration, based on the assumption that the critical layers are
replaced by thin recirculation zones attached to the lower and upper rigid boundaries,
where the flow is very weak. The dispersive and time-evolution terms in this equation
are typical for Korteweg–de Vries theory, but the nonlinear term is more complicated.
It comprises nonlinearity associated with the shear across the waveguide, and the
nonlinearity due to the flow over the recirculation zones. The coefficient of the
quadratic nonlinear term may change sign, depending on the presence or otherwise
of recirculation zones at the upper or lower boundary of the waveguide. We then seek
steady travelling wave solutions, and show that there are no such steady solutions if
the waveguide contains no density stratification. However, steady solutions including
solitary waves and bores can exist if the fluid between the critical layers is weakly
density stratified.
1. Introduction
Solitary waves of permanent form propagating in a density-stratified shear flow
owe their existence to a balance between nonlinear wave steepening and linear wave
dispersion. For waves of small but finite amplitude the nonlinearity is usually quadratic
and the governing equation is then the well-known Korteweg–de Vries (KdV) equation
(see Benney 1966; Maslowe & Redekopp 1980; Grimshaw 2001 for instance). Higher-
order expansions in the wave amplitude may account for stronger nonlinearity, but
such an approach is limited to waves that do not overturn. Overturning occurs at
certain finite wave amplitudes for which the horizontal velocity approaches zero in a
frame of reference moving with the wave, that is, a local critical point appears inside
the flow. Above this critical amplitude a recirculation zone (or vortex core) may be
generated, which then crucially alters the nature of the wave. In our previous works
(Derzho & Grimshaw 1997, 2007) we have found certain situations in which the
recirculation zone gives rise to an extra nonlinearity proportional to the 3/2 power
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of the difference between the wave amplitude and the critical amplitude, where the
form of this nonlinear term does not depend on the details of the stratification and
shear. However, in these previous works we assumed that the ambient stratification
and shear were nearly uniform, with the consequence that although overturning
occurred at some finite amplitude, there were no critical layers at the leading
order.
On the contrary, in this study we suppose instead that the background shear flow
is essentially non-uniform and bounded by two critical layers which are adjacent to
the rigid walls. In this case even a small amplitude disturbance will overturn, with
consequent mixing and the formation of a recirculation zone. Another important
difference compared to our previous study of internal waves is that the waves
considered here may exist even in a homogeneous fluid, although we will show that
some weak stratification is needed to allow for the existence of steady waves. In this
paper the waves owe their existence to the gradient of vorticity arising due to the
ambient shear flow and thus may be called vorticity waves. This is in marked contrast
with the usual internal wave situation (Maslowe & Redekopp 1980; Grimshaw 2001)
where the shear in effect only modifies the role of the density stratification. Such
vorticity waves have been intensively studied, for instance in the context of plane
Poiseuille flow in a channel (Pedley & Stephanoff 1985) and in the dynamics of the
upper ocean (Shrira 1989). The latter paper gave rise to several geophysical studies,
but the presence of a thin shear layer near one boundary of the waveguide was an
essential physical feature. A typical difficulty associated with this class of problems is
a proper resolution of the flow near and inside the critical layer. In general, this would
involve a matching between the possibly diverging interior solutions and the critical
layer dynamics (see the review by Maslowe 1986 for instance). We note, however, that
for certain two-dimensional boundary layer flows, the leading-order dynamics is not
affected by the detailed critical layer dynamics (see Kachanov, Ryzhov & Smith 1993
for instance). A similar conclusion was reached by Shrira (1989) and Voronovich,
Shrira & Stepanyants (1998) for certain classes of free surface flows.
Our present paper deals with waves in the waveguide formed by two critical layers,
one at each rigid channel boundary. We assume that in either or both of these
critical layers, the waves overturn and mixing takes place. Then after a long time, a
recirculation zone of constant density forms in which it transpires that the flow is
quite weak. It turns out that there is then no need to match the diverging part of
the interior solution with a critical layer expansion. Instead, we follow the procedure
of our previous studies (Derzho & Grimshaw 1997, 2007) and present a technique
that explicitly resolves the structure of these recirculation zones. Then we match this
solution across the boundary of the recirculation zone, this boundary also being an
unknown variable, with the interior solution. The outcome is a nonlinear evolution
equation describing long-wave disturbances of small amplitude propagating along
this waveguide. As might be expected, the dispersive and time-evolution terms in
this equation are the same as in the usual KdV theory, but the nonlinear terms are
much more complicated. Essentially the nonlinearity is both due to the nonlinearity
associated with the shear flow across the waveguide, and the nonlinearity due to
the flow over the recirculation zones of mixed fluid. We will show that the sign of
the coefficients of the resulting quadratic nonlinear terms depends on whether the
recirculation zone is located near the upper or the lower boundary of the waveguide.
Further, the nonlinearity due to the flow over the recirculation zones may effectively
cancel the nonlinearity associated with the ambient shear flow. We will examine
steady travelling wave solutions of these evolution equations, and show that there
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are no steady vorticity waves in this geometry if the fluid has a constant density.
However, a weak density stratification adds a linear term to the evolution equation,
which although can it be safely neglected at the leading order, in fact controls the
existence of nonlinear steady travelling vorticity waves in this situation. Then we
describe in detail the possible steady solitary wave solutions, which include internal
bores. All these solutions essentially differ from typical vorticity waves. The paper is
organized as follows, in § 2, we formulate the unsteady equations of motion, identify
all relevant small parameters and describe the asymptotic construction of vorticity
waves propagating over recirculation zones of mixed fluid. In § 3, we discuss the
possible steady travelling waves. Then, in § 4, we present a brief conclusion.
2. Formulation
We consider the usual equations for the two-dimensional flow of an ideal density-
stratified fluid with an ambient shear current U0(z) in the Boussinesq approximation.
The flow is confined in a channel of depth H, and the maximum of the ambient flow
velocity is Um. Thus in dimensionless form the governing equations are
(∇2ψ)t + J (∇2ψ,ψ) + gH
U 2m
ρx =0, ρt + J (ρ,ψ)= 0, (2.1)
where J (a, b)= axbz − azbx and ∇2 is the Laplacian operator. Here ψ is the
streamfunction such that the respective velocity fields are given by u=ψz and v= −ψx.
The dimensionless streamfunction is scaled with UmH, space and time are scaled with
H and H/Um, respectively, while the density ρ is scaled with an appropriate constant
ρ00. The boundary conditions are that
ψx =0 at z=0, 1. (2.2)
We consider long (compared to the waveguide depth H ) waves, travelling with speed
c and undergoing a slow evolution with time. Hence we introduce slow space and
time variables as follows:
X=μ(x − ct), τ =μ3t, (2.3)
where μ  1 is a long-wave aspect ratio. In this study our focus is on vorticity waves
which owe their primary existence to the gradient of the shear flow. That is, waves
where gravity is the principal restoring force are excluded from consideration. Hence,
we seek solutions of (2.1) in the form of asymptotic expansions in powers of μ,
ψ = ψ (0)(z, μ2) + μ2ψ (1)(X, z, τ ) + μ4ψ (2)(X, z, τ ) + · · · , (2.4)
ρ = 1 + σ
(
ρ(0)(z) + μ2ρ(1)(X, z, τ ) + · · · ). (2.5)
Here σ =ρ/ρ00  1, ρ = ρ− − ρ+, where ρ− and ρ+ are the basic state densities at
the lower and upper boundaries of the waveguide, respectively. We suppose that the
stratification is weak so that
λ=
σgH
U 2m
∼ μ2  1. (2.6)
Note that otherwise the density stratification is arbitrary.
Then the zeroth-order approximation (the terms ∼ μ2 in (2.1)) yields the ambient
shear current
ψ (0)(z, μ2)=
∫ z
0
U (z, μ2) dz. (2.7)
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Note that the ambient shear current U (z, μ2) also depends on μ2 so that
U (z, μ2)=U0(z) + μ
2U1(z) + · · · . (2.8)
A similar expansion could be imposed for the basic density field, but is not needed
here. Then, in order to create critical layers at the boundaries, we will suppose that
U0(0)=U0(1)= c , U1(0)=− , U1(1)=+ , (2.9)
where ± denotes a detuning at the upper (z=1) and lower (z=0) boundaries,
respectively.
The usual approach for solving problem (2.1) and (2.2) requires finding a set of
eigenmodes satisfying the boundary value problem, with c as an eigenvalue, which is
to be determined. But for the problem considered here, c is fixed and at the leading
order is equal to the magnitude of the ambient shear flow at the boundaries. That is,
here the waveguide is created by a pair of critical layers. Formally, it is readily shown
that the first-order terms (∼μ3 terms in (2.1) satisfying the boundary conditions (2.2))
are
ψ (1)(z,X, τ )=A(X, τ ) (U0(z) − c), (2.10)
From (2.1) it is readily found that, again to the leading order,
ρ(1)(z,X, τ )=A(X, τ ) ρ(0)z (2.11)
The second-order approximation leads to the following equation:
ψ (2)zz (U0 − c) − ψ (2) U0zz = F (2), (2.12)
where F (2)X =
λ
μ2
AX ρ
(0)
z − AX(U1U0zz − (U0 − c)U1zz) − Aτ U0zz
− AXXX (U0 − c)2 − AAX {U0zzU0z − (U0 − c)U0zzz}. (2.13)
The requirement that all terms in (2.13) are of the same order leads to (see (2.6))
λ ∼ μ2, (2.14)
as well as to the justification of the time scaling in (2.3).
Before proceeding to solve this equation for ψ (2)X we note that there are critical
layers at the boundaries z=0, 1 and these must be resolved separately. This is carried
out in detail below, but for now we note that the critical layers are resolved by thin
recirculation zones 0 < z < η−(X, τ ) and η+(X, τ ) < z < 1, and hence we consider
(2.12) in the region η− < z < η+. Next we note that there is a particular solution
corresponding to the terms in U1 in F
(2), so that we may write
ψ (2) = ψ˜ (2) + U1A . (2.15)
Integration over the channel then yields[
U0z ψ˜
(2)
X
]η+
η−
=
λ
μ2
AX + Aτ [U0z]
η+
η− + AXXX
∫ η+
η−
(U0 − c)2dz + AAX [U 20z]η+η− , (2.16)
where ρ(0)(η−) − ρ(0)(η+)= 1, which follows from the definition of σ . Note that σ  0
and λ  0 for stable stratification. In obtaining this equation we have used the result
that the leading order U0 − c vanishes in the critical layers, as discussed below. In
order to obtain the amplitude A(X, τ ) from (2.16) we need to find ψ˜ (2)X at the critical
layer boundaries, as well as η+ and η−. When there is no wave motion A=0, and so
η+ =1 and η− =0.
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To satisfy the stability criterion in the lowest order we shall assume that U0(z) has
no inflection points in the interior between the two boundaries. Further, critical layer
condition (2.9) implies that U0z(0) and U0z(1) have opposite signs. We will consider a
jet-like profile (a wake-like profile can be treated analogously) so that
U0z(0) > 0 > U0z(1). (2.17)
Our key observation is that the horizontal velocity (in the frame of reference moving
with the wave) may change sign, and this change initially occurs near either the lower
or upper boundary, depending on the sign of A. Then, our main physical assumption
is that where reversed flow is predicted, that is where ψz − c  0, then mixing occurs
in that region. This leads to the trapping of mixed fluid in a recirculation zone which
exists between the wall and a free boundary defined by the critical layer condition
ψz = c. As discussed in our previous works (Derzho & Grimshaw 1997, 2007) the thin
depth δ of the recirculation zone relative to its along-channel length implies that the
velocity field there (in the reference frame moving with the wave) must be quite small,
specifically O(δ2). Effectively, the flow is stagnant in the frame of reference moving
with the wave. Thus, we define the recirculation zone boundaries where ψz = c, by
η+ =1 − δf+ and η− =0 + δf−. (2.18)
It follows that
ψz − c=μ2(A(X, τ )U0z(0) + −) + δU0z(0) f− + · · · =0 at z= η− (2.19)
ψz − c=μ2(A(X, τ )U0z(1) + +) − δU0z(1) f+ + · · · =0 at z= η+ (2.20)
and so δf− = − μ2−/U0z(0) − μ2A(X, τ ) , (2.21)
while δf+ =μ
2+/U0z(1) + μ
2A(X, τ ). (2.22)
The requirement that all terms in (2.21) and (2.22) are of the same order leads to the
scaling
δ=μ2. (2.23)
It is now important to note that f−  0 and f+  0 as negative values of f− and
f+ are prohibited since there are rigid boundaries at z=0, 1 that confine the flow.
Therefore
f− > 0 and f+ > 0 if A∗1 < A < A∗0, (2.24)
f− =0 if A  A∗0, (2.25)
f+ =0 if A  A∗1, (2.26)
where A∗1 = −+/U0z(1) and A∗0 = −−/U0z(0). (2.27)
When A  A∗0 (2.21) gives the formula for f− and similarly (2.22) does so for f+ if
A  A∗1. There are two distinct cases, namely, A∗0 > A∗1 when − < +U0z(0)/U0z(1)
and A∗0  A∗1 that corresponds to −  +U0z(0)/U0z(1). The former case will be
considered first.
Since the recirculation zones are stagnant to leading order, and the density is
continuous across the boundary of each nonlinear critical layer, the kinematic
boundary condition, which is in full,
ψX = − μ2ητ − (ψz − c)ηX at z= η , (2.28)
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can be applied at each boundary z= η± to yield a relation between ψ˜ (2) and f±
and A, {
ψ˜
(2)
X (0)=Aτ + AAX U0z(0)
ψ˜
(2)
X (1)= −AX+
}
if A  A∗1, (2.29)
{
ψ˜
(2)
X (0)=Aτ + AAX U0z(0)
ψ˜
(2)
X (1)=Aτ + AAX U0z(1)
}
if A∗1 < A < A∗0, (2.30)
{
ψ˜
(2)
X (0)= −AX−
ψ˜
(2)
X (1)=Aτ + AAX U0z(1)
}
if A  A∗0. (2.31)
Finally the evolution equation for the wave amplitude is as follows:
λ
μ2
AX + γAXXX + F−(A) = 0, (2.32)
F−(A)=
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
AAXU
2
0z(1) + +U0z(1) AX + AτU0z(1), if A  A∗1,
0, if A∗1 < A < A∗0,
−AAXU 20z(0) − −U0z(0) AX − AτU0z(0), if A  A∗0,
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭
(2.33)
and γ =
∫ 1
0
(U0 − c)2 dz > 0. (2.34)
Next let us consider the case − > +U0z(0)/U0z(1) so that A∗0 < A∗1 and then
both f− =0 and f+ =0 (i.e. there are no recirculation zones near the boundaries)
within the interval A∗0 < A < A∗1. A procedure similar to that presented above leads
to the evolution equation
λ
μ2
AX + γAXXX + F+(A) = 0, (2.35)
F+(A)=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
AAXU
2
0z(1) + +U0z(1) AX + AτU0z(1), if A  A∗0
AAX
(
U 20z(1) − U 20z(0)
)
+ Aτ (U0z(1) − U0z(0))
+AX(+U0z(1) − −U0z(0)), if A∗0 < A < A∗1
−AAXU 20z(0) − −U0z(0)AX − AτU0z(0), if A  A∗1
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎭
.
(2.36)
When A∗0 < A < A∗1 there is no nonlinear term associated with the recirculation
zones as these are absent in this amplitude range, so (2.35) then has the form typical
for vorticity waves without trapped mixing zones.
The final equations (2.32) and (2.35) with the appropriate choice of F− or F+
depending on (the sign of) − − +U0z(0)/U0z(1) > 0 or < 0 is the principal result
of our study. Solutions of these equations will be considered in the next section.
3. Solutions of the amplitude evolution equation
Extensive examination of the solutions of the final evolution equation requires
numerical simulations, and is beyond the scope of the present paper. However, steady
travelling wave solutions are quite simple to study using analytical methods. We put
Aτ =0 as we have already fixed the relation between wave celerity and the ambient
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flow (2.9) (otherwise only a re-determination of ± is needed). We integrate (2.32)
and (2.35) once to get the steady form of the resulting equation.
Consider first the case − < +U0z(0)/U0z(1) when
γAXX = −ΠA(A) (3.1)
ΠA(A)=
λ
μ2
A +
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
U 20z(1)(A − A∗1)2/2 + α0, if A  A∗1
α0, if A∗1 < A < A∗0
−U 20z(0)(A − A∗0)2/2 + α0, if A  A∗0
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ . (3.2)
Here α0 is a constant of integration, and the other constants in (3.2) are determined
to ensure the continuity of AXX . A qualitative analysis of the solutions of (3.2) can
then be done using the mechanical analogy with a particle in a potential well, where
the potential energy of the particle is denoted by Π . First we examine the case of
a homogeneous layer, that is λ=0. It can then be shown that there is only one
extremum of Π which means that there is no steady solution for any shear flow
profile. This situation persists for small λ > 0; but for sufficiently large λ > 0 three
extreme points emerge, and so there can then exist a family of periodic waves, which
includes a solitary wave as a limiting case.
Next we turn to the alternative case − > +U0z(0)/U0z(1) when A∗0 < A∗1, so
that
ΠA(A)=
λ
μ2
A +
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
U 20z(1)(A − A∗1)2/2 + α0, if A  A∗0
U 20z(1)(A − A∗1)2/2 − U 20z(0)× (· · ·)(A − A∗0)2/2 + α0, if A∗0 < A < A∗1
−U 20z(0)(A − A∗0)2/2 + α0, if A  A∗1
⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭ . (3.3)
Again, for λ=0 there is only one extremum for Π(A) and hence there can be no
steady solutions. Again, this situation persists for small λ > 0, but for sufficiently
large λ > 0 three extreme points emerge, and so again there will exist a family of
periodic waves, which includes a solitary wave as a limiting case.
Let us consider an example of a stratified flow and show that solitary wave solutions
and bore-like solutions are possible even if the nonlinearity in the final equation for
the wave amplitude is only quadratic. We assume that the shear flow has the form
U0(z) − c= −0.135 + 0.7 z − 0.075 z2 − 0.4 z3. (3.4)
Then we find that
− = −1.5;+ = 1;U0z(0) = 0.7; U0z(1) = −0.65; γ = 0.017;
A∗1 = 1.538; A∗0 = 2.143. (3.5)
Since − < +U0z(0)/U0z(1) and A∗0 > A∗1 > 0 for this particular choice of
parameters, we use (3.1) along with (3.2).
We look for solitary wave solutions of (3.1) and (3.2), which decay far upstream
A → 0, AX → 0, AXX → 0 as X → −∞, (3.6)
so that
α0 = − U 20z(1) A2∗1/2. (3.7)
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Figure 1. Profile of the amplitude function A(x) for the case of a solitary wave. λ/μ2 = 0.45;
μ=0.3.
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Figure 2. Streamline pattern (dotted lines) for the case of a solitary wave. Solid lines denote
the boundaries of zones filled with mixed fluid. λ/μ2 = 0.45; μ=0.3.
It can be readily shown that A=0 is an extremum of Π(A) and a solitary wave
solution for which A  A∗1 for all X, has the amplitude
AI→I =3A∗1 − 3λ/μ
2
U 20z(1)
, for
2 U 20z(1) A∗1
3

λ
μ2
 U 20z(1) A∗1. (3.8)
An example of such a solitary wave solution satisfying (3.8) is shown in figures 1 and 2.
It is seen that a mixed zone exists only near the lower boundary in this case.
The inequalities in (3.8) define the interval of density stratification for which this
solitary wave solution exists. The notation AI→I indicates that the lower and the
upper limits of the solitary wave solution belong to the zone I of the amplitude range
(A  A∗1). We denote the ranges A∗1 < A < A∗0 and A  A∗0 as zone II and zone
III, respectively. For solitary waves with amplitudes within A∗1 < A < A∗0 (zone II)
we find that
AI→II =
μ2
λ
[
U 20z(1) A
2
∗1/2 +
{(
U 20z(1) A
2
∗1/2
)2 − λ
μ2
U 20z(1) A
3∗1
3
}1/2]
, (3.9)
for [U 20z(1)A
2∗1(A∗0 − A∗1/3)]/A2∗0  λ/μ2  2 U 20z(1)A∗1/3 . An example of a solitary
wave solution satisfying (3.9) is shown in figures 3 and 4. According to (2.18), (2.24)–
(2.26), two mixed zones exist in this case. One is located near the lower boundary
while another one appears near the upper boundary.
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Figure 3. Profile of the amplitude A(x) for the case of a solitary wave. λ/μ2 = 0.375; μ=0.3.
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Figure 4. Streamline pattern (dotted lines) for the case of a solitary wave. Solid lines denote
the boundaries of zones filled with mixed fluid. λ/μ2 = 0.375; μ=0.3.
When λ/μ2 < [U 20z(1) A
2∗1 (A∗0 − A∗1/3)]/A2∗0, the amplitude of a solitary wave
satisfying upstream conditions (3.6) along with the condition that this amplitude
AI→III > A∗0 can be found as the solution of a cubic equation ΠIII (AI→III )=ΠI (0)= 0,
which is closest to A=0. The potential energy for the case A > A∗0 can be easily
defined from (3.2) and (3.7),
ΠIII (A)=
λ
μ2
A2
2
+
U 20z(1) A
3∗1
6
− U
2
0z(1) A
2∗1A
2
− U
2
0z(0) (A − A∗0)3
2
. (3.10)
Physically the condition ΠIII (AI→III )=ΠI (0)= 0 means that the potential energy at
the wave maximum and at far upstream are equal. The condition for a bore-like
solution requires simultaneous satisfaction of (3.10) and so
(ΠIII )A(A=AI→III )= 0 , (3.11)
that is, the amplitude A=AI→III is also an extremum of the potential energy. This
amplitude for A > A∗0 is unique in the set of parameters chosen as a particular
case in our study (3.5). Numerical solution of (3.5), (3.10) and (3.11) leads to
AI→III ,bore =3.54665 at the specific stratification λ/μ2 = 0.277108. A plot of the
internal bore is shown in figures 5 and 6. Two semi-infinite mixed zones exist near the
lower and the upper boundaries in accordance with (2.18), (2.24)–(2.26). The condition
that three extrema of potential Π exist to allow a stationary solution requires that
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Figure 5. Profile of the amplitude A(x) for the case of an internal bore. λ/μ2 = 0.277108;
μ=0.3.
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Figure 6. Streamline pattern (dotted lines) for the case of an internal bore. Solid lines
denote the boundaries of zones filled with mixed fluid. λ/μ2 = 0.277108; μ=0.3.
the minimum limiting strength of stratification is
λ
μ2
> U 20z(0)
(√
U 20z(1) A
2∗1
U 20z(0)
+ A2∗0 − A∗0
)
. (3.12)
It can be shown that the actual profile of the density stratification does not influence
the solution, and the crucial parameter is the density difference (defined by λ, see (2.6))
across the flow confined between the critical layers. Other profiles of stratification can
be examined similarly and lead to similar results.
4. Conclusion
In this paper we have studied vorticity waves propagating on an ambient shear flow,
bounded by two critical layers which are adjacent to the rigid channel walls. Apart
from this essential condition, the background shear flow can be quite arbitrary. In this
case even small amplitude waves may overturn at a critical layer, followed by mixing
and the subsequent formation of recirculation zones of a fluid with constant density.
Our study allows for arbitrary, but weak ambient density stratification. The principal
theoretical result of this study is a new evolution equation governing the amplitude of
these vorticity waves. The quadratic nonlinear term accounts for both the effects of
the ambient shear flow between the boundaries as well as the nonlinearity associated
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with the possible formation of recirculation zones due to the critical layers. However,
due to these recirculation zones the nonlinear term can take a quite complicated
form, and the coefficients may have either sign. This leads to unusual effects such
as the formation of bore-like (front) steady solutions when the fluid is (weakly)
density stratified. We have shown that there are no steady solutions in the case of
a homogeneous fluid. We examined one particular case of a density-stratified shear
flow and found the conditions which allow for the formation of steady solitary waves
and bores. We have also shown that the existence of steady waves requires that the
maximum wave amplitude is limited, which is quite different from the usual case of
waves of small but finite amplitude when quadratic nonlinearity does not impose any
restrictions on the wave amplitude.
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